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A b s tra c t . Coaepxam e . S tre a zc z e n ie

Mathematical models of non-sequential processes, called 
p-1 sequences, are considered. Two partial binary operations 
on p-1 sequences, describing executinr processes one after 
another and in parallel and called the sequential and the 
parallel compositions, are investigated. Using these operations 
algebras of p-1 sequences are Introduced. Such algebras are 
particular objects of a vider class of algebraic structures 
called p.m. categories. It is shown that Petri nets of a class, 
called schemata, determine algebras of p-1 sequences having 
minimal sets of generators, and that certain mappings defined 
on the generators can uniquely be extended to hoiaomorphlsms 
into p.m. categories. This result is exploited to Introduce 
interpretations of schemata. It is explained how the schemata 
and their interpretations can be applied in describing non- 
-sequential computations.

Axretipanecnt nojxo* x  napaxiejo>HUM BirucieHHHM

PaccitarpBBauTCH MaieiiaTrcecKHe Moa&u npoueccoB c napauea*3- 
mom -  Tax HaaiiBaeiue n .n .nociejo BaTeu>Hoc?i. Bsy^asrca onepami 
CKJiasHBaHM n.n.nociexoBaTejaHOCTefl, KOTOpue cootbstctbjdt nocae- 
iOBareiiHOMj ■ napaimejiiHOMy BunonaeHim npoaeccoB. 3ro ofiecne«- 
Baer bo3moihocti BBê eHiH aJiredp n.n.nocjiexoBaTexEHOCTefl sax aeico- 
Topuz KaieropxH c jo(5aB(mo# lacinBoJ onepamel /q.M.xaieroprt/.



noKa3UBaercH, «ito  hskotopuii o e in ii Daipii -  te k  BasuBaeioni cxenan -  
cooTBeTCTByur aarefipa n.n.nocaeflOBaTeBŁHOOTefi c iraBisuaroHUK mho- 

zecTBOM reuepaTopoB, h h o  HejcoTopae OTOÓpaieHHH, onpeaeaeHHue Ha 
Ta m  MHOiecTBai, npoflOiiiajoTCH ao roMOMopfMsuoB ł . i i .  Kaieropafi.

3 to  fla e i bosmoshoctb BBeaeHHH MHTepnpeiauHH cxen  Ae&CTBUŹ, b k o to -  

pux HneeTCfi napaJUlejiHaH.

Algebraiczne podejście do obliczeń niesekwencyjnych

Rozpatruje się modele matematyczne procesów niesekwencyjnych, 
zwane p.p.-ciągami. Bada się dwie operacje na p.p.-ciągach, opisu
jąc sekwencyjne i równoległe wykonywanie procesów. Te operacje po
zwalają wprowadzić algebry p.p.-ciągów. Algebry takie są kategoria
mi wyposażonymi w dodatkową częściową operację binarną (c.m.-kate
goriami). Pokazuje się, że pewne sieci Petri, zwane schematami, wy
znaczają algebry p.p. ciągów z minimalnym zbiorem generatorów i że 
pewne przekształcenia określone na zbiorze generatorów mają rozsze
rzenia do homomorfizmów c.m.-kategorii. Pozwala to wprowadzić poję
cie interpretaoji schematów. Schematy takie i ich interpretacje na
dają się do opisywania obliczeń niesekwencyjnych.



1. INTRODUCTION

In (9}» and [10] partial sequences are introduced as 
models of non-b equential processes, and two operations on 
partial sequences, representing sequential and parallel com
positions of processes, are defined. Using these tool»: the be
haviour of a non-sequential system is characterized as a set of 
partial sequences obtainable by composing certain elementary 
partial sequences corresponding to atomic actions of the system.

A partial sequence is defined as a class of isomorphic 
labelled partially ordered sets (l.p.o. sets). An l.p.o. set 
is defined as an ordered triple (X,Í ,1) consisting of a 
partially ordered set (X, < ) and of a labelling 1:X— *1 as
signing different labels to incomparable elements. The iso
morphisms are those preserving orderings and labellings. The 
labels represent certain atomic situations. The elements of X 
are names of holdings of atomic situations in a process. The 
ordering 4, reflects a causal relation in the process between 
the holdings of atomic situations. Two holdings of an atonic 
situation must be in the causal relation one with the other.

It may happen that all the elements of an l.p.o. set 
(X,<,1) have lower bounds (upper bounds) in the set of minimal 
elements of (X,< ), denoted by I (in the set of maximal ele
ments of (X,< ), denoted by 3). Then the corresponding partial
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sequence x has a "source" 9 0(x) (a "target" -31 (x)) determined 
by the l.p.o. set (Y, ¿/Y,l|Y) (by the l.p.o. set (Z,£|Z,HZ)). 
The source Q 0(x) (the target (x)) represents the data (the 
result) of the corresponding process.

Two partial sequences x and y can be composed sequentially 
into a partial sequence x*y whenever (x)« 3 0 (y). The partial 
sequence x-y is defined as the result of "glueing" x and y along 
'h 1 (x). This can be illustrated graphically as follows:

play then the role of the result of the first process and simul
taneously of the data of the second.

Two partial sequences x and y c m  be composed in parallel 
into a partial sequence x+y provided they have disjoint sets of 
labels. The partial sequence x+y is defined as one composed of 
two independent parte corresponding to x and y, respectively. 
This can be illustrated as follows:

x>y represents the process of executing the processes represented 
by x and y one after another. The partial sequence (x)» ̂ 0(y)

+
4 .5
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z+y represents the process of executing independently the pro
cesses represented by x and y. Such a process exists only if the 
components have nothing in common, i.e. do not interact.

The operations above have certain particular properties. 
Sources and targets are "units" of the sequential composition, 
the sequential and parallel compositions are associative, the 
parallel composition is commutative, and x-y+z»t«(x+z)«(y+t) 
whenever x*y+z*t is defined. So, the class of partial sequences, 
when endowed with these operations, is a partial algebra close 
to strict monoidal categories (seel[4]).

This suggests the idea to study what might be called par
tially monoidal categories (p.m. categories) and suitable homo- 
morphisme.

The main result of this paper is that certain parts of the 
algebra of partial sequences are p.m. categories which have 
minimal sets of generators such that certain mappings defined 
on the generators can uniquely be extended to homomorphisms of 
p.m. categories. Roughly speaking, the algebras of partial se
quences corresponding to sets of processes determined by Petri 
nets are of this type. G-enerators correspond then directly to 
the state and transition elements of a net. In the example below 
a net and the corresponding set of generators are shown.



X-
rr*52 [73"2v n ; n  r a 5' ! -r i ^  ,rrfii y j 1 v i  - *■ iAj -  [|,j -  Lkj

1+3- 2+3- [.‘ 2 '_T| 3+6- 3+7- £ 3 " “ ¿5

Ae a consequence, we may think of letri nets as of schemata 
of non-sequential computations. To define an interpretation of a 
scheme of this type we need to define it only for the correspon
ding generators. Our result guarantees that, under certain con
ditions, such a partial interpretation can uniquely he extended 
to the whole algebra generated from these generators or to a 
part of it.

The most natural interpretations are ones in p.m. categories 
coming from the usual category of sets and binary relations. 
Following (5] and [6] we may assign disjoint pieces of a memory 
to the state elements of a net, and actions on the corresponding 
parts of the memory to the transition elements. Each action can 
be represented by sin ordered triple (f,g,R) with some parts f,g 
of the memory and with a binary relation R between the contents 
of these parts. Our assignment can uniquely be extended to a 
homomorphism H into the p.m. category of actions with the fol
lowing operations on actions:

(f,S,R)*'(h,l,S) - (f,i,R«S) for g-h 
(f,g,R)+'(h,i, S) - (f u h,g 0 1»T) for fnh-gf)i-0

where sR°St iff sRu and uSt for some u, and sTt iff (s|f)R(t|g) 
and (s|h)S(t|i).
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In this manner we obtain a formalism like that in [5], which 
allows us to describe non.-sequential computations and to analyse 
them in a systematic way.

In what follows we shall give a detailed exposition of our 
approach. It will be based on particular l.p.o. sets only, cal
led dense l.p.o. sets or d.l.p.o. sets, and on particular partial 
sequences only, called process-like or p-1 sequences. The reasons 
are two. Firstly, in the light of some new results like these in 
[8] only the d.l.p.o. sets and p- 1 sequences nay be considered 
as models of real processes. Secondly, the restriction to the 
subclass of d.l.p.o. sets and to the subclass of p-1 sequences 
(which is a subalgebra of the algebra of partial sequences) 
simplifies the theory.

2. de::se labelled partially ordered sets

By a labelled partially ordered set (l.p.o. set) we mean an 
ordered triple s-(X,4,1) which consists of a partially ordered 
set (X,< ) and of a napping 1:X— *L such that:

(1 ) l(x)-l(y) implies x < y  or y ^ x

The function 1 is called a labelling. The value l(x) is called 
the label of x.

By a morphism from an l.p.o. set s-(X,<,1) into an l.p.o. 
set s'-(X', ,1' ) we mean an ordered triple f:s— »s' consisting
of 8,8', and of a mapping fsX— *X’ such that:

%
x < y  implies f(x)<'f(y)

(2) l(x)-l' (f (x))
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If f:X— »X' is a bisection and the converse napping f“ 1 :X*— »X 
is a morphism from s' into s then we say that f:s— »s' is an
isomorphism. and that s,s' are isomorphic. The class of the l.p.o.
sets which are isomorphic with an l.p.o. set s is denoted by (sj.

The l.p.o. sets and their morphisms constitute a category 
I/pos of l.p.o. sets.

3y an occurrence of an l.p.o. set s-(X, 4 ,1) in an l.p.o.
set s'-(X', ,1') we nean a morphism fss— »s' such that f:X— »X'
io injective and:

f(x)^'f(y) implies x<y
f (x) z'^'f (y) implies s'»f(z) for some z«sX,

(4) there is an antichain Y' (i.e., set of incomparable 
elements) of (X', ^' ) such that for every maximal 
antichain Y of (X, £ ) the set f(Y)uY' is a maximal 
antichain of ( X ' , ).

Of course, every isomorphism is am occurrence and the composition 
of two occurrences is an occurrence.

In the sequel we shall restrict ourselves to the l.p.o. sets
which are dense in a certain sense. Kamely, an l.p.o. set s-
(X,<,1) is said to be dense (or a d.l.p.o. set) iff:

(5) for every maximal antichain Y of (X, £) and for eveiy
xeX, yeX such that x$y, x^x' for some x'eY, and
y'< y for some y'e Y : there is z «Y such that x<z<y,
or there are peX, qeX, p'e Y, q'g Y such that 
x«p*p', q ' « q < 7 i and l(p)-l(q).
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This condition has a natural interpretation when the l.p.o. set 
represents a process. The interpretation is that observing the 
process we are always able to say whether or not a particular 
atomic situation of the process holds.

The d.l.p.o. sets and their occurrences constitute a sub
category Dlpos of the category Lpos.

To every d.l.p.o. set s-(X, 4 fl) and to every maximal anti
chain Y of (X, 4 ) a d.l.p.o. set corresponds, namely the d.l.p.o. 
set (Y,¿|Y,l|Y), where 4|Y and 1|Y are the restrictions of i 
and 1 to Y, respectively. It is called a cut of s. Every such a 
cut c-(Y,^|Y,1|Y) determines two d.l.p.o. sets, namely L(s,c)« 
(X-j 9 4 IX̂  ,11X̂  ) and R (s, c )■ (X^, ̂  | X2,11X2 ), where :

X1 • {xil : xaiy for some yeY}
I2 - { x € X : y < x for some y e Y)

The cuts of s can be ordered by assuming:

(6 ) Y E Z  iff for every yeY there is z 6 Z such that y<z

for the corresponding maximal antichains Y,Z. The set of cuts 
of s with this ordering is called the cut structure of s and de
noted by Cuts(s).

If the set of minimal elements of (X, is a maximal anti
chain Y then the corresponding cut, called the source of s and 
denoted by sourçe(s), is the least element of Cuts(s). Similarly, 
if the set of maximal elements of (X,4 ) i3 a maximal antichain 
Z then the correponding cut, called the target of s and denoted 
by target(s). is the greatest element of Cuts(s).
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Proposition 1. Por every d.l.p.o. set s there exist the greatest 
lower bound end and the least upper bound cud of every two cuts 
c,d of s. If source(s) and target(s) exist then the cut structure 
of s is a lattice.

•

Proof. Let s-(X,4,1). Given two maximal antichains Y,Z of (X,4 ),
we define:

Y n Z « {y € Y : y¿ z for some z € z] (J {z£ Z: z<y for some y el}
(7 j

1'IIZ • {y eT: z ¿y for some z €Z] U {ze Z: y* z for some yelj

',/e shall prove that T rj Z and Y U Z are maximal antichains of (X, < ).
To prove that the elements of in Z are incomparable it is 

sufficient to consider y«Y/l(YnZ), zeZO(YnZ) such that y^Z 
and z/EY. If were y<z then there could not be s^x for any xeY,
i.e., z could not belong to Zo (YnZ). By a similar argument it 
can not be z^y. Hence y,s are Incomparable. As a consequence,
Y n Z is an antichain.

To prove that the antichain YH Z  is maximal let us consider 
x/iqz. If x has an upper bound in Y and in Z then it has an 
upper bound In Ynz. If x has an upper bound in Y but not in Z 
then it can not belong to Z and thus has a lower bound in Z and 
that lower bound belongs to Y n Z. By a similar argument, if x has 
an upper bound in Z but not in Y then it has a lower bound in 
Ynz. The reasoning for lower bounds is similar. It remains to 
exclude the case in which x has neither a lower or upper bound in
Y nor a lower or upper bound in Z. 3ut such a case can not occur 
because it would imply xeYOZ, and so xfYr|2.

’.'/e have proved that YnZ Is a maximal antichain of (X, < ).
In a similar manner we can prove that Y U ” is a maximal antichain 
of (X, 4 ). It is also easy to see that Ynz is the greatest lower
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bound, of Y and Z, and that Y U Z is the least upper bound of Y , Z.
Finally, given two cuts c,d corresponding to maximal anti

chains Y,Z, the cuts corresponding to Y n Z and YU Z  are the 
greatest lower bound end of c,d, and the least upper bound cud 
of c,d, respectively. Q.E.D.

Another interesting structure of a d.l.p.o. set s-(Z,^,1) 
can be derived by considering suitable partitions of X. We shall 
consider ordered pairs (X^X») of disjoint subsets of X such that 
I1U  1.,-X and x is Incomparable with y for every i € l 1 and y e X 2. 
Every such a pair has the property that 1(X^)o 1(X2)“ 0 and it 
determines two d.l.p.o. sets, namely p1-(X1, ̂ |X1,l|X1) and 
?2“ (̂ 2* <|l2»llx2)» pair p-(p1,p2) is called a splitting of s 
and we denote P-)»P2 ^7 ^(SfPjt r (b»p)» respectively. The splittings 
can be ordered by ordering the determining pairs in the following 
way:

(8) (X1,X2)£(Y1,Y2) iff X1c Y 1 (and so Y2 £X2)

The set of splittings of b with this ordering is called the 
splitting structure of b and denoted by Splittings(s). We have 
also the least splitting (0,s) corresponding to the pair (0,X), 
and the greatest one (s,0) corresponding to the pair (X,0).

Pro-position 2. The splitting structure of a d.l.p.o. set s is a 
lattice. To every splitting p of s a unique splitting p-1 cor
responds such that l(s,p-1 )«R(s,p) and R(s,p-  ̂)-Ii(s,p).

Proof. It is sufficient to define the greatest lower bound and the 
least upper bound of two splittings p,q, corresponding tc (X^X,,), 
(Y1fY2), respectively, in the following way:



puq is the splitting determined by (X1 U (Z2n T1 ),X2n Xg)
Q.E.D.

Cuts and splittings are very handy tools to define sequen
tial and parallel compositions of d.l.p.o. sets.

3. SEQUENTIAL COMPOSITIONS OP d.l.p.o. SETS

We say that a d.l.p.o. set s is a sequential conrposition of 
two d.l.p.o. sets u and v iff there is a cut c e Cuts(s) and two 
isomorphisms i:u-— >L(s,c), j:v— >R(sfc) such that 1 (target(u))- 
3(source (v))=c. It is evident that s is determined by u,v up to 
isomorphism, and that replacing u,v by isomorphic d.l.p.o. sets 
we have the same class of sequential compositions. The following 
theorem gives a sufficient (and necessary) condition of the 
existence of a sequential composition of two d.l.p.o. sets u,v.

Theorem 1. Let u,v be two d.l.p^o. sets such that there exist 
Isomorphisms f:t— »target(u). g:t— »source(v). Then there exist: 
a d.l.p.o. set s which is a sequential composition of u and v, 
a cut c of s, Isomorphisms i':u— -*L(s,c), J':t — »B(s,c), and two 
(canonical) occurrences i:u— »e, j:v— *s,- such that we have the 
following commutative diagram In Dlpos:

p n q is the splitting determined by
(9 )
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Proof. 1»q\> *t* (Xqj ^q,1q)j u* 'V"'(X̂ f T,,r® ^GfinBS

X - {0}xX0 u{lJ x(Xi-f(X0))o[2}»< (X2-g(X0))

Then we have the following injections: 

h:XQ— >X, where h(x)-(0,x)
i:X1— »1, where i(x)-(1,x) for x 6 X1-f(X0) and 

i(x)-(0,z) for x-f(z) 
j:X2— >X, where j(x)«(2,x) for x e J ^ s O ^ )  and 

j(x)-(0,z) for x-g(z)

satisfying h(z)-i(f(z))-j(g(z)) for every Z€XQ. Next, we de
fine <  as the weakest ordering in X such that:

x ^ y  implies i(x)ii(y) 
x < 2y implies j(i)«j(y)
x^.,f(z) and g(z)<2y for some zeXQ implies i(x)<j(y) 
x ^ p  for some pfl 1 and q ̂ 2y for some q e X 2 and l.| (p)-l2(q.) 
implies i(x)<j(y)

Finally, we define:

l(i(x))-l., (x) for x e l 1
l(d(*))-l2(x) for x c I 2

Then 1 (i(f (z)))-l., (f (z))-l0(z)-l2 (g(z) )-l (j (g(z))) for every z€XQ, 
1 is a function with the domain X, and s-(X,^,1 ) is an l.p.o. set.

To prove that s is dense let us consider an arbitrary raaxinal 
antichain T of (X, < ) and two elements x,y such that x^y, xgx' 
for some x'f I, and y'^ y for some y'eY. It is easy to see that 
h(XQ) is a naximal antichain of (X,^ ).
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Taking Y and h(X0) and using argumente as in the proof of 
Proposition 1 we get two maximal antichains Z»Yn ïï(Xq ) and T- 
ÏUh(Xg) which are the images under i and j of certain maximal 
antichains of (X1f ) and (X2, ̂ 2), respectively.

If x and y are in i(X.|) then, due to the density of u, there 
is z é 2 such that x^z^y, or there are p£i(X1), q€i(X.j), p'eZ, 
q't 2, such that x^p<p', q'^q^y, and l(p)-l(q). It is easy to 
see from the definition of Z-Yn h(Xq ) that z g Y in the first ease 
and p'f ï, q'€ Y in the second. Thus the density condition is
satisfied for x and y in i(X.j).

In exactly the same way we can prove that the density con
dition is satisfied for x,y in j(X2).

let xfl(X1 ), y€j(X2). and *4y* According to the definition 
of ̂  , there is z€h(Xg) such that xiz^y, or there are p£i(X.j), 
<1CJ(X2)» P'6 h(X0), q' fh(I0), such that x«p<p', q'i-q^y, and 
l(p)-l(q). In "the first case we have z c Y, or î'îz for some z'£ 1 
or z^z' for some z'éY, so we have the needed zcY,or we can re
duce the considerations to the situations x^z with x,z in i(X^ ) 
or z $y with z,y in j(X2), which were already dealt. In the second 
case we have p'ip for some p'ê Y, or q^q* for some q*€Y, or 
p^p", q"<q for some p*, q" in Y. The first two situations were 
already dealt. In the third situation we have the needed p,q with 
P^P*. <1*^1 for p", q« in Y, and l(p)-l(q).

Recapitulating the above we have the proof that t Is a d.l.p.o.
set.

To complete the proof it is sufficient to observe that h:t— > s, 
itu— »s, j:v— *8 are occurrences. Then we can define c as the cut 
corresponding to h(Xg) and restrict the codomains of i and J to 
L(s,c) and R(s,c), respectively, so as to get the needed isomorphisms 
i' :u— >1 (3,0) and J' :v— *R(s,c). Q.E.D.
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Remark. The following example shows that (10) is not necessarily 
a pushout diagram in Pinos:

t n v o e'

We have a diagram like (10) of the inclusions, and two occurrences 
of u and v in s', but there is no occurrence of s in s' making the 
suitable diagram of inclusions commutative. This is because there 
is no common completion of the maximal antichain8 of s to maximal 
antichains of s'.

4. PARALLEL COMPOSITIONS OP d.l.p.o. SETS

We say that a d.l.p.o. set s 1b a parallel composition of two 
d.l.p.o. sets u and v iff there is a splitting p e Splittings(s) 
and two isomorphisms i:u— ^(s,?), J:v— ►R(s,p). Like in the 
case of sequential compositions, s is determined by u and v up to 
isomorphism, and replacing u,v by isomorphic d.l.p.o. sets we have 
the same class of parallel compositions. The following theorem 
makes clear under what conditions the parallel compositions exist.

Theorem 2. Let u-(X.|, ̂  ,1.| ) and 1,6 two d.l.p.o. sets
such that l.j (Xj )0 l g ^ ) -  0. Then there exist: a d.l.p.o. set s 
which is a parallel composition of u and v, a splitting p of s,
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isomorphisms i' :u— »■L(s,p), y  :v— »R(s,p)f and two (canonical) 
occurrences i:u— * 8, j:v— *s, such that we have the following 
commutative diagram in Jlpos:

Proof. We define:

X - U{2}x I2

and two injections: j

i:X1— where i(x)-(1,x) forxgX^ 
j:X2— >1 , where j(x)«(2,x) for xgXj

Then we define ^  as the weakest ordering in Z such that:

x <.,y implies i(x)^i(y)
U 27 implies j(x)<j(y)

and the following function 1 with the domain X:

l(i(x))-l1 (x) for x € Z 1

1(J(*))-12(X ) for x e I 2

We obtain a d.l.p.o. set s-(Z,<,l) and its splitting p- (i(Z1 ), j (Z2))* 
Unions i(Y)Uj(2) corresponding to maximal antichains T of (Z1, < ^) 
and to maximal antichains Z of (X2, ̂ 2) are maximal antichains of 
(X, ̂ ). This implies that i:u— *s, j:v— >s are occurrences. Re
stricting the codomains of i,j to l(s,p) and R(s,p), respectively, 
we obtain the needed isomorphisms i':u— *Ii(s,p), j':v— *R(s,p).
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Remark, s is not necessarily a coproduct of u and v in Dittos. 
This is shown by the following example:

We have two occurrences of u and v in s' but there is no occurrence 
of s in s' making the suitable diagram of inclusions commutative.

5. PROPERTIES OP SEQUENTIAL AND PARALLEL COMPOSITIONS

There are some connections between the cut and splitting struc
tures of d.l.p.o. sets. These connections imply Immediately certain 
relationships between the notion of sequential composition and that 
of parallel composition.

Proposition 3. Given a d.l.p.o. set s which ie a parallel composi
tion of two d.l.p.o. sets u,v such that u ie a sequential composi
tion of x,z and v is a sequential composition of y,t, there exist 
a parallel composition r of x,y and a parallel composition w of z,t, 
and s is a sequential composition of r,w.

Proof. The proposition follows from the fact that for every split
ting p of 8, and for every two cuts: d of L(s,p) and e of R(s,p), 
there is a cut c of s such that L(s,c) is a parallel composition 
of L(L(s,p),d), L(R(s,p),e), and R(s,c) is a parallel composition 
of R(L(s,p),d), R(R(s,p),e). Q.E.D.
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Proposition 4. If a d.l.p.o. set s is a sequential composition of 
two d.l.p.o. sets x,y and a parallel composition of two d.l.p.o. 
sets z,t then there are d.l.p.o. sets r,u,v,w such that z is a 
sequential composition of r,v,and t is a sequential composition of 
u,w, and x is a parallel composition of r,u, and y is a parallel 
composition of v,w.

l-roof. If c is a cut of s and p is a splitting of s then we have 
cuts: d of L(s,p) and e of R(s,p), and splittings: m of l(s,c) and 
n of R(s,c), such that L(I(s,p),d)-L(I(s,c),m), L(R(s,p), e)» 
R(L(E,c),m), R(R(s,p),e)-R(R(s,c),n), R(L(s,p),d)-L(R(s,c),n).
Cn the other hand, l(s,p) is a sequential composition of 
I(L(s,p),d),R(Ii(s,p),d), and R(s,p) is a sequential composition of 
I(R(s,p),d), R(R(s,p),d), and L(s,c) is a parallel composition of 
L(L(s,c),m), R(L(s,c),m), and R(c,c) is a parallel composition of 
L(R(s,c),n), R(R(s,c),n). Q.E.D.

Proposition 5. If a d.l.p.o. set s is a parallel composition of 
two d.l.p.o. sets x,y and a parallel composition of two d.l.p.o. 
sets s,t then there are d.l.p.o. sets r,u,v,w such that x is a 
parallel composition of r,u, and y is a parallel composition of 
v,w, and z is a parallel composition of r,v, and't is a parallel 
composition of u,w.

Proof. If p,q are two splittings of s then we have splittings: 
k of l(s,p), 1 of R(s,p), m of l(s,q), and n of R(s,q), such that 
^(^(s.pJ.kJ-LCLis.qJ.m), L(R(s,p),l)«R(l(s,q),m), R(R(s,p),l)- 
R(R(s,q),n), R(L(s,p),k)»l(R(s,q),n). On the other hand, I(s,p) is 
a parallel composition of L(l(s,p),k), R(L(s,p),k), and R(s,p) is 
a parallel composition of L(R(s,p),l), R(R(s,p),l), and I(s,q) is 
a parallel composition of i(L(s,q),m), R(L(s,q.),m), and R(s,q) is
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a parallel composition of L(R(s,q),n), R(R(s,q),n). Q.E.D.

Proposition 6. If a d.l.p.o. set s is a sequential composition of 
two d.l.p.o. sets x,y and a sequential composition of two d.l.p.o. 
sets z,t then we have one of the following three possibilities:
(a)’ there is a d.l.p.o. set r such that y is a sequential com

position of r,t and z is a sequential composition of x,r,
(b) there is a d.l.p.o. set r such that x is a sequential com

position of z,r and t is a sequential composition of r,y,
(c) there are d.l.p.o. sets r,u,v,w,u1 ,v2,P such that:

u1 is a parallel composition of u. source (v).
u2 is a parallel composition of 'arret(v).
v̂  is a parallel composition of v.-ource(u).
v2 is a parallel composition of r.target(u).
P is a parallel composition of v,,-r,
and x is a sequential composition of r,v,, and y is a seqv.cn- 
tial composition of u2,w, and z is a sequential composition 
of r,u.j, and t is a sequential composition of v2,w.

Proof. Let us consider two cuts c,d of s such that L(s,c) is iso
morphic with x, R(s,c) is isomorphic with y, L(s,d) is isomorphic 
with z, and R(s,d) is isomorphic with t. Let s=*(X, ̂ ,1) and let 
c,d correspond to maximal antichains Y,Z, respectively.

The first two possibilities correspond trivially to the 
situations dec and ced.

Suppose that c,d are incomparable. Then we take:

r=L(s,cnd), v/=R(s,c y d ),
?-l(R(s, c n d ), c u d ud)fo nd),

= . . \ J j ( c , d ) , c n d ) « I ' , . i ( 3 , c  n  . ) ,  d ) f 

u,,-I.(R(s,c),cü d)«R(I(£,ou O,c),
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t1-R(L(bic),c n d)-L(R(s,c n d),c), 
v2-L(R(sfd),c u d)«R(L(s,c ud),d).

Observe that P Is a sequential composition of u^fv2 an!* V1»U2* 
and that c,d are puts of P. On the other hand, the elements in the 
common part of û  and u2 are incomparable with the elements in the
common part of v1 and v2 (otherwise c,d could not be cuts). More
over, the elements of u1 which do not belong to I or Z are the same 
as the elements of Uj which do not belong to Y or Z. Let A be the 
set of these elements. Similarly, the elements of v1 which do not 
belong to Ï or Z are the same as the elements of v2 which do not 
belong to Y or Z. Let B be the set of these elements. There is a
splitting p of P such that A is contained in the carrier of L(P,p)
and B is contained in the carrier of R(P,p). Taking u-L(P,p) and 
v=R(P,p) we obtain the needed d.l.p.o. sets. Q.E.D.

The following proposition justifies taking the word "occur
rence" for injective morphisms satisfying suitable conditions ((3 ) 
and (4)).

Proposition 7. If f:x— »y is an occurrence of a d.l.p.o. set x 
in a d.l.p.o. set y and there exist source(x) and target(x) then 
there are d.l.p.o. sets z,u,v,r,s such that r is isomorphic with x, 
s is a parallel composition of u and r, and y is a sequential com
position of z and of a sequential composition of s and v.

Proof. Let y-(I,<,1), x-(X', <',1'), and let Z be an antichain of 
(X, < ) such that ZUf(Y') is a maximal antichain of (X, 4 ) for 
every maximal antichain Y' of (X', 4 ' ). Let source(x)- 
(Yq, ^(Yq.I' I Yq) and target (x)-fY^. ̂ 'lY^.l' Iy^). Then we have two 
cuts cQfc1 of y corresponding to the maximal antichains Zuf(Y^) 
and ZUf(Y'), respectively, r- (f (X' ), i | f (X' ),1| f (X' ) ) is a
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d.l.p.o. set which le isomorphic with x, and s-S(L(y,c1 ),cQ)- 
I'(R(y,c0),c1 ) is a parallel composition of r and u-(Z, < | Z,l| Z).
On the other hand, y is a sequential composition of z«L(y,c0) and 
of a sequential composition of s said v-R(y,c.j). Q.E.D.

■ The properties above show that certain d.l.p.o. sets can be 
decomposed into smaller ones. However, there are d.l.p.o. sets 
which can not be decomposed in a non-trivial way, i.e. into 
d.l.p.o. sets.with a non-trivial ordering. Some of these "atomic" 
d.l.p.o. sets, called elementary d.l.p.o. sets, play an important 
role in what follows.

A d.l.p.o. set s-(X, ¿,l) is called a one-element d.l.p.o. 
set iff X is a one-element set. A d.l.p.o. set s-(X,<,1) is 
called a -prime d.l.p.o. set iff all the elements of X are minimal 
or maximal, there is a minimal element, there is a maximal 
element, no minimal element is a maximal element, and at least 
two elements have different labels. One-element and prime d.l.p.o. 
sets are said to be elementary. They have the following particular 
property.

Proposition 8. If a d.l.p.o. set z is a sequential or parallel 
composition of two d.l.p.o. sets x,y with the canonical occur
rences i:x— ►z, J:y— *-z, and f:t— vz Is an occurrence of an 
elementary d.l.p.o. set t in z,such that in the case of a sequen
tial composition and of a one-element t there is no occurrence 
of t in target(x) (or Bource(y))>then we have exactly one of the 
following two possibilities:
(a) there is a unique occurrence g:t— *x such that the occurrence 

t ■ &■> x — i-+z is identical with f:t— »z,
(b) there is a unique occurrence h:t— *y such that the occurrence 

t — y — i* z is identical with f:t— *z.
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Proof. The proposition is trivially true if t is a one-element 
d.l.p.o, set. Similarly, it is evident if 2 is a parallel com
position of x and y.

Suppose that z is a sequential composition of x and y. We 
nay assume that x=L(z,c) and y-R(z,c) for a certain cut c of z.
Let z=(X,^,l), t-(X', ¿',1' ), and let c corresponds to a maximal 
antichain Y of (X, 4 ). It remains to prove that for every minimal 
element p' and for every maximal element q' of (X', 4 ') either 
f (s' ) <1 f°r some q 6 Y or q if(p') for some q 6 Y.

Suppose the contrary. Then f(p')$q and r^f(q') for come q,r 
in Y such that q/f(p') and r/f(q'). Due to the properties of a 
prime d.l.p.o, set we may assume that l' (p' )>il' (q') (if the ele
ments of f(X-{p',q$ I are on the same side of Y then at least one 
of them is not in X). On the other hand, z is dense, f:t— »z is 
an occurrence, and there are no elements between p' and q' in I',

6. PROCSSS-LIKE PARTIAL SEQUENCES (p-1*SEQUENCES)

By a partial sequence we mean a class of isomorphic l.p.o. 
sets. 3y a process-like partial sequence (p-1 sequence) we mean 
a class of isomorphic d.l.p.o. sets.

Two morphisms f:s— >t, g:u— of l.p.o. sets are said to 
be equivalent iff there are isomorphisms h:s— >u, i:t— *v such 
that the following diagram commutes:

so it must be 1* (p')-l' (q'). Q.E.D.

s
(12) h i

u v
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By a morphism from a partial sequence x into a partial se
quence y we mean a class P of equivalent morphisms from l.p.o. 
sets representing x into l.p.o. sets representing y. If fss— *t 
is one of these equivalent morphisms then the morphism F Is writ
ten as C£): iss— is an occurrence of sex in
t e y then F is said to he an occurrence of x in y.

Given partial sequences x,y,z, we define the composition 
H:x— *z of two morphisms F:x— *-y, G:y— *z by choosing l.p.o. sets 
sex, tey, uey, vez, some morphisms f:s— »t, g:u— *v such that 
if P  and geG, an Isomorphism i:t— *u, and by taking n«£folog}, 
where foiog is the usual composition of f,i,g. Such a composition 
depends on x,y,z,F,G only, and H:x— *z is an occurrence whenever 
F:x— »y, G:y— are occurrences. As a consequence, the partial 
sequences and their morphisms constitute a category Ps of partial 
sequences, and the p-1 sequences and their occurrences constitute 
a category Pis of p-1 sequences which is a subcategory of Ps.
The correspondences: si— *[sj between l.p.o. sets and partial 
sequences, and fi— *-(f] between l.p.o. set morphisms and partial 
sequence morphisms, constitute a functor:

(13) C ] : kpos— ► Ps

The restriction of this functor to the subcategory Dlpos of 
d.l.p.o. sets is a functor from Dlpos into the category Pis of 
p-1 sequences. It is also easy to see that functor (13) takes 
isomorphisms into identity morphisms. Such identity morphisms 
are the only isomorphisms in Ps.

To every cut c of a d.l.p.o. set s the p-1 sequence £c] 
and its occurrence [ç]:[c]— *[s] in thé p-1 sequence [s] cor
respond. The p-1 sequence [c] is called a confifqiratlon of [sj.
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The set of configurations of [s3 is denoted by Configurations ( Tsl ). 
The set of labels of [s], iie., the set l(X), where s» (X, 4 ,l)t is 
denoted by Labels(Ts~D. For the out source(s) we have the con
figuration [source (s)], called the source of [s] and denoted by 
^ c ([s3 ), and its occurrence fcl : [source (s)]— * [s] in [s], denoted 
by source: f  fsl)— »fsj. Similarly, for the cut target(s) we have 
the configuration [target fs)]. called the target of [s] and denoted 
by ^ 1 C Cs3)» and its occurrence [cl : [target(a)]— >Js] in [s], de
noted by target: (Ts])— *[sj.

3y a sequential composition of two p-1 sequences x and y we 
mean a p-1 sequence z such that a d.l.p.o. set u€z is a sequential 
composition of some d.l.p.o. sets sex, t €y. Such a sequential 
composition .exists iff ^ ( x ) = ^ 0 (y), and it is determined uniquely 
by x and y. We denote it by x.y.

Due tc Theorem 1 and the properties of functor (13) we have
the following characterization of the sequential composition of 
p-1 sequences.

Theorem 3. Let x and y be two p-1 sequences such that (x)« 3 Q(y). 
Then there exist: the sequential composition x«y of x,y and two
(canonical) occurrences i:x— ►x.y, j:y— »-x.y such that we have
the following commutative diagram in Pis:

(14) source

T

.X
i

x-y

By a parallel composition of two p-1 sequences x and y we 
mean a p-1 sequence z such that a d.l.p.o. set u£ z  is a parallel 
composition of some d.l.p.o. .sets sex, tey. Such a parallel com-
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position exists iff Labels (x)O Labels (y)-(8. and it is determined 
uniquely by x and y. We denote it by x+y.

Due to Theorem 2 and the properties of functor (13) we have 
the following characterization of the parallel composition of p-1  

sequences.

Theorem 4. let x and y be two p-1 sequences such that 
Labels(x)O Labels(y Then there exist: the parallel composition 
x+y of x,y and two (canonical) occurrences i:x— »x+y, j:y— »x+y 
which convert into identities after restricting their codomain 
x+y to x and y, respectively.

The properties of the sequential and parallel compositions 
of d.l.p.o. sets imply immediately the following properties of the 
sequential and parallel compositions of p-1 sequences.

(A1) if 30(x) is defined then 9 Q( 30 (x)), 3.,(90 (x)) are de
fined and 9 0( ? 0 (x))- 9 1 (9 0 (x))- 90 (x),

(A2) If 3.,(x) is defined then 9 0 ( 9 1 (x)), ‘̂ 1 ( 9 1 (x)) are de
fined and ̂ Q( (x) ) - ^ 1 ( 3 1 (x))- (x),

(A3) x • y is defined iff ^  1 (x), ^  Q(y) are defined and
1  1 (x)- 3 0(y),

(A4) if x.y is defined then: is defined Iff 'Sq OO is
defined, and D Q(x • if defined,

(A5) if x-y is defined then: Q^(x-y) is defined iff (y) is
defined, and 1 (x.y)-(y) if defined,
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(A6) if ^ q (x) is defined then ”<)q(x)*x is defined and 
'30(x).x-x,

(A7) if '11 (x) is defined then x • (x) is defined and
x . 3 1 (x)-x,

(AS) If ^(x), ? 0 (y), ^(y), 9 0 (z) are defined and 
?.,(x)-D0(y), ^  (y)-Q0(z) then x-(y.z)-(x.y)-z,

(A9) x+y Is defined iff y+x is defined, and x+y-y+x if defined,

(A10) x+(y+z) is defined iff (x+y)+z is defined, and
x+(y+z)-(x+y)+z if defined,

(A11) there is am eleaent 0 (null p-1 sequence) which is neutral 
for +, i.e., 0+x-x+0=x for all (p-1 sequences) x,

(A12) if x+y is defined then: 3 Q(x+y) is defined iff 
amd 'i 0 (y) are defined,

(A13) if x+y is defined then: ^(x+y) is defined iff 9.,(x) 
and 'd 1 (y) are defined,

(AH) if x-z+y.t (i.e., (x*z)+(y*t)) is defined then (x+y)«(z+t) 
is defined and x-z+y>t= (x+y)-(z+t).

IroTosltion 9. If s-x-y-z+t then there are r,u,v,w such that
x-r+u, y-v+w, z»r*v, t-u*w.

Jro-positlon 10. If s-x+y«z+t then there are r,u,v,w such that
x»r+u, y«v+w, z-r+v, t-u+w.

Proposition 11. If s-x.y-z.t then we have one of the following
three possibilities:
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(a) there is r such that y-r«t and z=x»r,
(b) there is r such that x=z*r and t-r.y,
(c) there are r,u,v,w such that x-r« ( ̂ (uj+v), y-(u+ 3 1 (v)).w, 

z-r* (u+‘30(v))f t-(?1 (u)+v).w .

Proposition 12. If f:x— >y is an occurrence of a p-1 sequence :c 
in a p-1 sequence y and ^ 0 (x), ^ ( x )  are defined then there are 
z,ufv such that y=z«(u+x)«v .

We can also introduce the notions of a one-element p-1 se
quence, prirae p-1 sequence, and elementary p-1 sequence.

3y a one-element p-1 sequence we mean a p-1 sequence £s] 
corresponding to a one-element d.l.p.o. set s. 3y a _g p-1  

sequence we mean a p-1 sequence [s3 corresponding to a prime 
d.l.p.o. set s. The one-element and prime p-1 sequences are said 
to be elementary. Proposition 8 converts immediately into the 
following one.

Proposition 13. If a p-1 sequence z is the sequential or the 
parallel composition of two p-1 sequences x,y with the canonical 
occurrence» i:x— *z, j:y— »-z, and f:t— >z is an occurrence of an 
elementary p-1 sequence t in z,such that in the case of the 
sequential composition and of one-element t there is no occv.rrencc 
of t in ^ ( x )  (or in 2 0 (y))jthen we have exactly one of the 
following two possibilities:
(a ) there is a unique occurrence g:t— »x such that the occurrence 

t— — — * z identical with f:t— >z,
(b) there is a unique occurrence h:t—»y such that the occurrence 

t— ^-»-y— z is identical with f:t— +z .
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7. A1G3BRAS OP p-1 SEQUENCES AND PARTIALLY N0N03DA1 CATEGORIES

We have defined the operations , • ,+ of taking: the
sources, the targets, the sequential compositions, and the 
parallel compositions, respectively, of p-1 sequences. The first 
two (partial) operations are unary, and the last two (also par
tial) are binary. Besides, we have the (total) nullary operation 
0 of taking the null p- 1 sequence.

let U be a set of p-1 sequences such that the restrictions 
of the above operations to the corresponding operations in 0 have 
the properties (A1)-(A14) and the following additional property:

(AO) 3 0(x ) a1“1 (x) are defined for all igD,

where "is defined" in (A0)-(A14) is understood ¡els "is defined and 
belongs to U". Then D endowed with the restricted operations 
(denoted also by ^q, '?1, * ,+ ,0) is called an algebra of p-1 

sequences. Such a (partial) algebra A is written as:

A “ (U, 3 q , '31, • ,+ ,0)

and U is called the carrier of A. The operations of A are uniquely 
determined by U. We say that A is complete iff x e U and y e U

I
whenever x»y or x+y is in B. Every algebra A' of p-1 sequences 
such that the carrier of A' is contained in U is called a part 
of A. Vie say that A' is a complete part of A iff x and y are in
the carrier of A' whenever xiy or x+y is in the carrier of A'.
<ie say that A' is a subalcebra of A iff a' is a part of A and the 
carrier of A' is closed with respect to the operations of A. It 
is evident that a complete part of a complete algebra of p-1  

sequences is also a complete algebra of p-1 sequences. A class of 
complete algebras of p-1 sequences can be obtained as follows.
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Proposition 14. let A-(U,9 Q, 9 1f • ,+ ,0) be an algebra of p-1 
sequences. If U - {o} is the closure of a set V of elementary p-1 
sequences with respect to the sequential and parallel compositions 
then A is complete.

Proof. Observe that 'Bq (x ) and ^ ( x )  must be of the form 
x1+...+xn with some one-element x.,,.;. ,xn e V for every xeU.
Then, according to Proposition 13, we have a finite number of 
occurrences of elementary p-1 sequences from V in every p-1 
sequence xcU. This number will be denoted by weight (x). We shall 
prove by induction on weight(u) that x,ye V jwhenever u»x*y and 
ueXJ or u-x+y and u€tl.

Suppose that weight(u) ¿1. Then n ( V  and the only decomposi
tions may be u=x.y with x=y«*u or x=u and y* ̂  (u) or y=u and x=
0 q(u), or u=x+y with x«u and y=0 or x=0 and y=u. Hence x,ygU.

let the assertion be true for u e U  with 1 ̂  weight (u)<n, 
and let weight(s)»n. We ,take an expression giving s in terms of 
p-1 sequences from T. Then we have e-z•t or s-z+t with z and t 
given by some subexpressions of the chosen expression. In the 
first case we may assume that weightCz)< n and weldit(t) <rn 
(otherwise we might replace the expression giving s by the sub
expression giving z or t, respectively). In the second case we 
can. also assume weight (z)¿ n and weight (t)<n.

If s-z*t and s-x*y then, according to Proposition 11, we can 
compose x and y of some components of z and t which belong to C 
because weight (z) < n and weight (t)<n. Thus, r,ygü. Similarly, 
in the cases s-z.t and s=x+y, s=z+t ands-x»y, and s-z+t and s*»x+y, 
we can apply Proposition 9 or Proposition 10 and compose x and y 
of some parts of z and t. Q.E.D.
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The properties (AO)-(¿14) of algebras of p-1 sequences are 
similar to those of strict monoidal categories (see [4]). The 
only difference is that our operation + is allowed to be partial 
and it is commutative in its domain. For this reason, algebras 
fulfilling the axioms (A0)-(A14) are called partially monoidal 
categories (p.m. categories).

We define a horaoaorphlsa from a p.m. category 
A-(B, • ,+ ,0) iato a p.m. category A' - (U't *3q, 3^,•',+',0')
ae an ordered triple h:A— >A' consisting of A,A' , and of a mapping 
h:U— >U' such that:

(hi) h(90 (x))-3'(h(x)),

(h2) h( 3^ (x))- 7>\(h(x)),

(h3) if x.y is defined (and so h(x)«'h(y) is defined) then 
h(x.y)«h(x)»'h(y),

(h4) if x+y is defined then h(x)+'h(y) is defined and 
h(x+y)-h(x)+'h(y),

(h5) h(0)-0'.

The p.m. categories and their homoaorphisas constitute a 
category Pac of p.m. categories.

Given a p.m. category A-(U, ̂ 0, • ,+ ,0), we say that a
set V CO is adnirslble iff 7.6T implies '30(x)eV and 3 1(x)6V. 
Given another p.m. category &'«(U', ♦',+',O') and a mapping
h:V— ►TJ/ from an admissible set V into the carrier of A', we say 
that h:V— +U' is admissible iff h( 3 0(x))-‘3'0(h(xj), h ( 3 1(x))- 

(h(x)) for every xeT, and h(z)+'h(y) is defined and identical 
with h(x+y) for every x, ye "  such that x+y is defined and x+y e V.
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By a set of generators of A we mean an admissible set YslU whose 
closure with respect to the operations • ,+ , and 0, is V. We say 
that a set V of generators of A ie minimal iff no proper part of 
T is a set of generators of A.

The existence of a- set of generators is that property of a 
p.m. category which decides whether a small part of a homomorphism 
from the p.m. category into other one determines uniquely the 
whole homomorphism. Namely, having an admissible mapping from the 
set of generators into the carrier of a p.m. category a ' v/e have 
the only way to extend such a mapping to a homomorphism into k' 
provided a homomorphism exists.

The algebras of p-1 sequences are interesting p.m. categories 
because some of them have; such sets of generators that admissible 
mappings defined on these sets and satisfying suitable conditions 
can be extended to homomorphisms. We have the following theorem.

Theorem 5. let A-(Uf ̂ 0, • ,+ ,0) be a ooaplete algebra of p-1
sequences which has a minimal set V of generators such that every 
i € V is an elementary p-1 sequence or is a parallel composition 
of one-element p-1 sequences belonging to V. Let h:V— *U' be an 
admissible mapping from 7 into the carrier of a p.m. category 
A'-iU','^, O'). Then h:V— £u' can be extended to a
homomorphism H:A— iff it has an admissible extension h':W— ^U' 
to the closure W of V with respect to the operation + of A such 
that:

(e) (h(x1)*,...*'h(Tffl))+,(h(y1)*'...»'h(yn)) is defined
whenever x1,...,xm,y1,...fyn eW and 
(x.,* ...*xnl)+{y1* ...*7n) is defined.
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To prove this result we start with a lemma.
Lemma. If T Is an admissible subset of the carrier of a p.m. 
category A-(U, H0, 91( • ,+ ,0) then every element of the closure 
of with respect to the operations • and + of A can be repre
sented in the following (canonical) form:

(15) x-(r11+...+x1ni+y1)* ... * .•+xvn^ 7 m )

where x1;j“ eT for i"1»***»“» and 7i6T for
1—1f...,m.

Proof. Applying axioms (AO), (A6), (A7) we can represent z as a 
finite binary tree with some elements of V at the terminal nodes 
and with the symbols • or + at the non-terminal nodes. Due to 
(A14) and other axioms, in this tree we can perform replacements 
of the following type:

^(e) xl A  /y \ 9 1(z)

This allows us to "move down" the symbols + and to "move up" the 
symbols • in the tree. Performing a finite number of such 
"moves" we obtain a tree representing x in the form:

(z11+...+z1i£̂ )• ... * (zii+«..+zik1)

Since x+y- ^ 0(x).x+y .'31 (y)« ( 'h Q(x)+y) • (x+'31(y)) this repre
sentation can be transformed to the required form (15). O.E.D.
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Proof of Theorem 5. According to Lemma, every x 6 U ban be given 
by an expression 33 in the following canonical form:

(16) E-(x11 + ...«1ni+y1)- ... '(xm1+...+xttnm+ynl)

where x ^  are one-element p-1 sequences from V for i-1,...,m, 
j-1,...,ni, and yi are prime p-1 sequences from T for i»1,...,m.
We take:

H (E ̂h'ix, 1 +. . . « 1  ̂  +y 1 )•'....'h'fr^ +. .. +3̂ * 7 a )

for every such an expression E. Since h' is admissible H(E) is 
defined. It remains to show that H(E)-H(F) if E and F represent 
the same element x€U, and that the mapping EkU-r+U' satisfies 
the conditions (h1)-(h5) of a homomorphism.

Y/e prove the first property by induction on the number of 
occurrences of prime p-1 sequences from 7 in x eU, denoted by 
WEIGHT (x).

If WEIGHT(x) 1 then E and P representing x are essentially 
the same (the only difference may be in components representing 
U q (x ) or 9.,(x)). Hence, by the properties of h', we have 
H(E)-H(P).

Suppose that our assertion is true for x e U  with 0 < VEIGHT(x) 
C n. let ».'EIGHT (s )-n and let E,F be two expressions of the fora
(16) representing s. Then, due to the assumed completeness of A, 
we have:

E- (G+y )• I and ?- (G+y)• J

or

E-(G+”30(z)+y)*I and F- (G+
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with a parallel composition G of one-element p-1 sequences fron Y, 
■prJUoe p-1 sequence yeV or two prime p-1 sequences y,z £ V, and 

.0 expressions I,J in the canonical form which represent some 
t . I) with WZJGHT(t)<n.

in tho first case we have:

H(S>h'(G+y)*'H(l) and H(F)-h'(G+y).'H(J)

with H(I)-E(J). Hence H(S)-H(F).
In the second ca.ee, due to Proposition 11 and the complete

ness of A, we have uhe following decompositions:

E-(G+ ? 0iz)+y) • (&+ (y)+e) • Z
F- (&+ 'i0(j)+z) • (G+ 31 (z)+y) • 1

with two expressions L,K in the canonical form which represent 
some u€TJ with ¿2IGHT(u)< n-1, and thus H(K)«H(i). Since h':W~»XT' 
is admissible, it satisfies the condition (e), and A ’ is a p.m. 
category, we have:

h'(G+ '20(2)+y).,h'(G+ '?1 (y)+z)-h'(G+ 30(y)+z).' ht&+ '31 (z)+y)~
h^G+y+z)

Finally, E(S)-H(F).
Thus the first property is proved.
It is immediate that 'c)q(H(E))»H(F), 2^ (H(E))-H(G) whenever

x is represented hy E and '3-(x), 9 1(x) are represented by F,G,
respectively. It is also immediate that H(E)«£(F)*'E(G) whenever 
z-x»y with z,x,y represented by E,F,G, respectively. It remains 
to prove that H(?)+'H(G) in defined whenever F represents x and 
G represents y such that x+y is defined, and that H(F)+'H(G)-H(E) 
for every E representing x+y.
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The first property is due to the condition (e). To prove 
the second property it is sufficient to observe that P+G can be 
reduced to an expression E' in the canonical form with H(E')-H(E) 
and that we can apply the same reduction to HCFj+'HfG) in A 
obtaining H(F)+'H(G)-H(E'). Thus n(?)+'H(G)-H(E). Q.E.D.

It ie worth to emphasize that only the existence of the 
values of the corresponding expressions is required in the con
dition (e). Thus we need not worry about the values themselves.
It is sufficient to have proper values only for the existing in A 
parallel compositions of generators. In particular, we have the 
following result.

Corollary. Let A-(0, ^q, "9^ • f + ,0) be a complete algebra of 
p-1 sequences which has a minimal set V of generators such that 
every x€ V  is an elementary p-1 sequence or is a parallel com
position of one-element p-1 sequences belonging to Y. Let 
A' - (U', ̂ q, 'd'f #•'» + '»O') be an algebra of p-1 sequences such 
that U'-fo*} is the closure of a set Y' of elementary p-1 sequences 
with respect to the sequential and parallel compositions. Then 
for every admissible mapping h:V— »U' such that h(x)+'h(y) is 
defined and h(x)+'h(y)-h(x+y) whenever x+y is defined in A we 
have a unique extension to a homomorphism H:A— »A'.

Proof. Observe that every x e D  has only such labels which corres
pond to one-element p-1 sequences belonging to Y. Thus, due to 
the assumed properties of h, we have Labelsf h ( x ) Labels(h(y))- 0 
for every x,ye Y such that x+y is defined in A. Hence, we can de
fine h'(x1+...+xn_i+xn )-h'(x1+...+xn_1 J+'hCx^) for every x1....
XjjfeV such that x1+...+xn_1+xn is defined in A. This gives a map
ping satisfying the conditions of Theorem 5. Q.E.D.
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8. SCHEMATA OF NON-SEQUEHTIAl ACTIVITIES

Having the concepts of p-1 sequences and operations on p-1 
sequences developed we can introduce schemata of non-sequential 
activities and interpretations of such schemata. The role of these 
two notions is the sane as that of flowcharts and flowchart in
terpretations in the case of sequential activities. The schemata 
are, in fact, Petri nets satisfying certain additional but not 
very restrictive conditions.

By a Petri net we mean an ordered triple H«(S,T,F)-such that:

(Nt) sni . 0,
(H2) SO ? + t>,

(N3) ?£S'yIUT>iS,
(N4 ) domain (P) U range (?) - S U T.

Every sgS (tgT) is called a state element (a transition element) 
of II, and P is called the flow relation of K. Every s g S such that 
sPt (tPs) is called an entrance element (an exit element) of t.
The set of entrance elements (of exit elements) of t £l is denoted 
by En(t) (by Er(t)).

By a scheme (of a non-sequential activity) we mean a Petri 
net H-(S,T,F) such that:

(S1 ) 2n(t) / 0 and Ex(t) + 0 for every t e T,
(52) there is no t€T such that En(t)-Ex(t)-{sj for some sgS,
(53) 2n(t)=En(t') and Sc(t)-Ex(t') implies t«t'f
(34) *ti(t) and 2x(t) are finite for every t.

Such a sc' ̂ n'- ir represented graphically as usual (circles and
‘.'or's rcprese-.t stat? and transition elements, respectively, and
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xPy is represented by an arrow from x to y). The conditions (51)- 
-(S3) mean that: every transition element lias an entrance and an 
exit element, there is no "trivial" transition element, and the 
net is simple (see [7]).

As an example of a scheme we can take the following one:

Every scheme K»(S,T,F) determines (and is determined by) 
a set P(N) of elementary p-1 sequences. The correspondence can 
be established as follows.

To every state element s the one-element ~—l sequence cor
responds with the label s.

To every transition element t a prime p-1 sequence corresponds 
represented by a prime d.l.p.o. set whose minimal elements are in 
a one-to-one correspondence with the entrance elements of t
and have the corresponding entrance elements as labels, and whose 

%
maximal elements are in a one-to-one correspondence with the 
exit elements of t and have the corresponding exit elements as 
labels.

In the following we identify the state and transition ele
ments of K with the corresponding p-1 sequences. Thus, to have a 
scheme E is essentially the same as to have the set 3? (IT) of ele-
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me; -.7 -'-I sequences. For instance, for the above depicted 
>c.' we have the following set of elementary p-1 sequences:

5

i: - e  - i :

Taking the closure of ?(K) with respect to the operations 
“3 q* *3̂ » * » + we obtain a set U(l?) of p-1 sequences which, 
when endowed with the corresponding restrictions of these opera
tions, becomes an algebra A (IT) of p-1 sequences. We call it 
the alrebra of the scheme.

It is quite easy to find a minimal set of generators of A (ft). 
One. needs only to join to P(JT) those p-1 sequences which are the 
sources or the targets of the prime p-1 sequences belonging to F(li). 
This gives a unique minimal set of generators of A(K), denoted ty 
V(>:). In our example we obtain:

Y (::) -  {1 ,2 ,5,4,5,6,1+2+3,4+5+6,C,D,2 ,p }

9. rr^rc’r'.sirrrG schsiuia

!7ov;, the natural question arises about interpretations of 
schemata, similar to those of flowcharts. The only reasonable can
didates for such interpretations are homoacrphisse from the al
gebras of schemata into j.n. categories. Having our Theorem 5
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we are in a good situation, because the interpretations of a 
scheme II need to be given only to the elementary p-1 sequences 
of V(N). The only problem arises which p.m. categories to choose, 
where schemata will be Interpreted. Here we are free, but some 
of p.m. categories seem to be of a particular interest.

The Interpretations which are typical for computations are 
those, where transition elements are interpreted as actions on 
a memory. How, following ^5] we shall construct an appropriate 
p.m. category of such actions.

let us consider a memory Mem consisting of a set Loc of 
locations, and of a set Cont of contents of locations. Such a 
memory can be identified with the ordered pair (Loc.Cont). Let 
Fields be the set of fields of the memory, i.e., of the subsets 
of Loc. By a state of a field f € Fields we mean a mapping 
8:f— »Cont. The set of states of f is denoted by States(f). Of 
course, States(0)-0.

Actions on the memory !'em are defined as ordered triples 
(f,g,R), where f.gg Fields and R is a binary relation:

R c States(f)x States(g)

By V'(Mem) we denote the set of actions on Ken. Actions of the 
form:

(f,f,the identity relation in States(f))

are called situations in Mem.
Let us define:

^Q(f,g,R)-(f,f,the identity relation in States(f)), 
(f,G,s)“(5,S,'the identity relation in States(n)).
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(f.e.R)*,(6,h,S) - (f.h.RoS), 

where sR®St iff sRu and u3t for some u,

(f,g,R)+'(h,i,S) - (fuh,gui,T), 

where fOh-0, go 1-0, and:

sTt iff (s|f)R(t|g) and (s|h)S(t|i)

(s|f,t|g,3|h,t|i denote the corresponding restrictions of s and t),

o'-(0,0,0) .

Then B(Men)-(V'(Ken). ̂  q. + is a p.m. category of
actions on I-'.era. In the rest of the paper we concentrate on in
terpretations of our schemata in such p.m. categories of actions. 
Schemata with such interpretations are in a certain sense 212.“
~rarr.* of noa-seqiientlal confutations. An interpretation H of a 
schene ”-(S,T,F) in the p.m. category 3 (Vem) of actions on a 
memory '’en is defined as a homomorphism H:A(r)— ► 3(j£ent) construc
ted in the following way.

V.’e talre as. allocation which is a mapping:

Field:S— ►Fields

assigning a field Field(s) of the memory to every state element s 
of II in such a way that disjoint fields correspond to different 
state elements, i.e.,

ljin implies Field (l)n ?ield(m)=0.

Given state elements s1 sE and the p-1 sequence x-s.,+.. .+sa
in E(K), where s1,...,e£ are the one-element p-1 sequences with
the labels s., respectively, we assign to r. the field:
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Field (x)-Fleld(s1 ) U ... u Field (sj

and put:

h(x)- (Field (x),Field (x), the identity relation In Statee (Field (x))).

Given a prime p-1 sequence xCV(F), we assign to x a binary re
lation:

R(x)c States (Field ( (x ) ))x States (Field( 3.,(x)))

and put:

h(x)- (Field ( 9 0(x)),Field( ( x ) ) , R ( x ) ) .

Then h:V(JJ)— * V ' (Men) is an admissible mapping and there is at 
most one extension of this mapping to a homomorphism 
E:A(I)— >3 (Mem).

On the other hand, the mapping h:V(N)— >U'(Men) can be ex
tended uniquely to an admissible mapping h' :W(17)— *V' (Men) 
satisfying the condition (e) of Theorem 5, where W(N) is the set 
of possible parallel compositions of the elements of V(N). Hence, 
according to Theorem 5, there la a unique extension of h to a 
homomorphism H:A(N)— >B(Mem). and this extension is the needed 
Interpretation of N in B (Mem).

As an example, let us consider an iterative procedure of
solving the following set of numerical equations:

I - C(X,Y,Z)
(17) Y ■ D(I,Y,Z)

Z - E(X,Y,Z)

Such a procedure starts with some initial values Xq,Y0,Z0 of 
1,1,Z and computes successively:
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*n+1 - C ( V V 2n>
*n+1 '
Sn+1 - s ( W n >

Sj; POe:- that there are three processors C,D,E capable to perform 
in para."',el vie computations:

Cx :- 0 (Cx.Cy.Cz)
Dy :» DfDx.Dy.Bz)
Ez E(Bx.Sy.Ez)

in dic.joit fields fC-{Cx,Cy.Cg]. .n?-̂ 3x.X)y.I>z). £B-{Ex.3y,Ezj of 
a memory Mem. Suppose that there is a processor F which takes 
care of the data and the results of the computation, and dlptri- 
bv -s the work among the processors J,3,E. Then the procedure can 
be described by the scheme given as an example in section 8, with 
a suitable Interpretation. This interpretation can be constructed 
as follows.

assign the following fields to the state elements of the
scher.e:

Field (1 )-?leld(4)-fC. Field (Z )-Field (5 )-fD.
Field (3 )«Fleld (6 )-fE,

and define:

h(C)-(fC,fC,jlC), h(B)-(m,0,M), h(E)-(fE,fE,BE), 
b(?)-(fC u fDUfg.fC u fD ufE»SI)»

where:

eKSt iff s:fC— ►Cent, t:fC— ►Cont. and
t(C2t)-C(s(Cx),F(C£),s(Cz)), t(02)«s(Ci), t(Cz)-s(Cz),
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sRDt iff s:fD— » Cont. t :fD— »Coat, and
t(2*)-s(Dx), t(22;)-D(s(2x),6(Dl),s(3z)), t(2z)-s(£z),

sREt iff 8:fE— »Cont. t:fE— »Cont. and
t(Ex)-s(Ex), t(Ey)-a(Ey). t(Ez)-3(e(Ex),s(E2;),s(Ez)),

sRPt iff s:fC u fD u fE— » Cont. t: fG u fD u fE— »Cont. and
t(Cx)-t(Dx)-t(gc)-s(Cxj, t(Ci)-t(D3r)-t(Ejr)-8(Dx), 
t(Cz)-t(Dz)-t(Ez)-s(Ez).

This gives an admissible mapping h:Y(N)— »U'(Mem) that can 
uniquely he extended to the interpretation H:A(H)— >B(Hem) we 
think of.

It is easy to prove that a computation realized according to 
the scheme with this interpretation has the properties we have in 
mind. One needs only to analyse the p-1 sequences in D(ll). All the 
p-1 sequences of our interest are multiple sequential compositions 
of the following one:

Thus, the corresponding action* on the memory are multiple re
petitions of the iteration (1fS).

Observe that our formalis» facilitates also describing a 
branching depending on the re splits of computations. Por instance, 
if the first equation in (17) were:
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I - if X>0 then C(X,T,Z) else 0

then we might replace 1 14 in the scheme by:

1

7

4

replace relation RC in the interpretation by the following one:

sRCt iff e:fC— »Cont. t:fC — »Cont. b (Oz )> 0.
t(Cx)-C(s(Cx),8(Cx),s(Cz))f t(Cy)-s(Cy). t(Cz)-s(Cz),

and define:

h(C1 )» (fC,fC,RC1_), h(C2)-(fC,fC,RC2),

where:

sRC1t iff s:fC— » Cont. t:fC— »Cont. s(Cx)<0, t(Cx)-0,

and RC2 is the identity relation in States (fC). In this case we 
Ijave to restrict ourselves to interpretations defined on the 
complete part A' of A (IT) which consists of those p-1 sequences 
iron T(IT) which do not have configurations containing 7 and 1 
or 7 and 4. This is necessary because h(1)+'h(7) and h(4)+'h(7) 
are undefined in B (Mem). but the interpretations can still be 
defined uniquely as homomorphisms from A' into B(Mem), according 
to Theorem 5.

t(C£)-s(Cjr), t(Cz)-s(Cs),
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10. C0T3ŒNTS

The idea to bave Interpretations for Petri nets comes from 
Petri (see [7j). What we have presented here is a step in the 
direction of formalizing the concept of interpretation. We follow

putationa, i.e. flowcharts.
It seeems to be clear that a concurrency involved is an 

additional property of a system, and that it ara'st be combined 
with the control and infoxmation flow to get a complete system 
-description. In our formalism the relationships between the con
currency structures and the control and information flow struc
tures are reflected in the connections between the sequential 
and parallel compositions of p-1 F^quences, and in interpreting 
schemata in such structures which have similarly connected ope
ration*. Only this gives a possibility to handle with the two 
structures simultaneously.

The key concept on the base of which our algebraic approach 
is developed is that of a p-1 sequence. Our p-1 sequences can 
serve as mathematical models of non-sequentlal processes. They 
are close to the models proposed by Petri f8] and Hazurkiewic«

The main algebraic tools are the sequential and parallel 
compositions of p-1 sequences. They lead to an algebraic struc
ture close to strict monoldal categories. It is worth to mention 
that the idea to apply strict monoldal categories (X-categories) 
has already been invented by Hot* (2].

There is certainly a close relation between our approach 
here and that of Mazurkiewicz (5], [6]. Both the approaches are 
elOBe to the idea of initial algebras of ADJ £1J. Some further 
studies are necessary however to make the connections clear.

the well known way of interpreting schemata of sequential com-
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